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Abstract

It is expedient to perform underwater search operations on large water areas using a group of autonomous self-propelled 

underwater vehicles. However, with a large distance to the search areas, the sea transition (from one point to the other) of the 

underwater vehicles requires high energy costs. This leads to the necessity to use heavy-duty underwater vehicles, which 

determines the high cost of the search operation. The transport of underwater vehicles is proposed to be carried out with an 

unmanned surface vessel, equipped with actuators for the automatic release of a group of vehicles under water and receiving on 

board after the end of the underwater mission. The maritime unmanned complex consisting of an unmanned surface vessel and 

a group of autonomous underwater vehicles on its board forms a new type of marine robotics, the complete automation of which 

is an actual scientific and technical task. For its implementation, the underlying (basic) automation technology of the marine 
search underwater mission has been developed as the theoretical basis for the development of the generalized structure of the 

complex automatic control system. Ten implementation stages of the underlying technology are formulated and the analysis of 

their automation features with the use of modern methods in the field of marine robotics is performed. Automation of the un-

derlying technology stages involves the transfer of the vessel to a given water area, the automatic release (launch) of the group 

of underwater vehicles and their coordinated motion to the search area, the search operations and the return to the unmanned 

surface vessel, as well as the recovery of the vessel to the base. The generalized requirements for automatic control systems 

constituting the maritime unmanned complex at each stage of its functioning are provided. The spiral trajectory of waiting for 

the motion of the underwater vehicles at the group formation stages, for the search operation execution and after its completion, 

is proposed. For the spatial motion of the autonomous underwater vehicle as an agent of the group, the automatic control system 
was improved by introducing the blocks of the “Navigation Situation Model” and the “Navigation Threat Identifier, which make 
it impossible for emergency collision with the neighboring underwater vehicles of the group and disintegrate the group due to 

the data communication loss between them.
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1. Introduction

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) is an effective instrument for carrying out a wide 
range of marine underwater search missions (exploratory) in nature [1, 2].

However, when performing such operations on large areas of water, the performance of a 

single AUV is low, which leads to an increase in the duration of underwater missions or even to the 
failure of their implementation.

One of the effective technologies for conducting unmanned maritime underwater mis-

sions is the group application of the AUVs, which guarantees the rapid survey of large areas 
with minimal time expenditure [3]. With such technology, underwater vehicles have hydro-

acoustic communication with each other, which ensures their collective operation and its high 

performance.
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However, the transition of the AUVs group to a given water area to carry out their search 
mission, as a rule, requires an increased resource of their on-board power supplies. This necessi-

tates the use of high-energy AUVs, which increases the total cost of marine search operations.
It is expedient to carry out the delivery of the AUVs group to the search operation area 

using the unmanned surface vessel (USV). This will eliminate the need for each AUV to perform 
a long-distance maritime transition to a given search water area; will allow the use of AUV with 
relatively low energy supply, which is sufficient for maneuvering the USV and performing own 
underwater search mission.

Thus, to perform the maritime search mission, it is proposed to create a Maritime Un-

manned Complex (MUC) as part of the USV and the AUVs group is located on its board.
The main problems of creating such a complex include the determination of its modes of 

operation and the development of a generalized automatic control system (ACS) of the complex in 
these modes. In particular, it is necessary to ensure the automatic transition of the MUC to a given 
point in the water area, the launch of the AUVs group into the sea, data communication with them 
and returning (recovery) to the USV board after the completion of the underwater search mission.

However, one of the important tasks of automatic control of the MUC underwater mission is 
to organize a coordinated spatial motion of the AUVs without the contact of neighboring vehicles 
and without excessively increasing the distance between them, which can cause the disappearance 

of the connection between the AUVs and the group breakup. Obviously, this task can be accom-

plished by improving the ACS of the individual AUVs on the account of obtaining additional in-

formation about the external navigation environment and the AUVs motion threats that exist in it.

2. Literature review and problem statement

The issue of group control of autonomous vehicles-robots has been highlighted over the past 

10 years [4, 5]. The works associated with the use of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) in maritime en-

vironmental and archaeological researches are of particular relevance [6, 7]. At present, the issues 
of control automation of a group of agents using complex onboard navigation devices and receivers 

of satellite navigation systems, radio channels, etc., have been rather fully investigated [8–10]. Such 
systems use multipurpose collaborative search algorithms, adaptive prediction, and wildlife-based 

algorithms (dolphins, fishes, etc.).
The researchers pay considerable attention to the mathematical modeling of the AUVs group 

motion processes, in particular, the creation of models of the external underwater environment and the 

identification of underwater threats, as well as the identification of the AUVs own parameters [11–13].
However, the issue of automation of robotic marine complexes, which ensure operative trans-

portation of AUVs to remote areas of underwater search operations, has not been adequately inves-

tigated. In particular, the development of the automatic launch system, of the AUVs group in such 
water areas are required and their group operation until the full implementation of the search mission.

The aim of the article is to develop the basic tasks of the automatic control of a maritime 
unmanned complex, which performs the underwater search mission on a large remote maritime 

water area.

To achieve this goal, the following tasks are proposed to be solved:
– to develop an underlying technology for the automatic execution of marine underwater 

missions of searching nature with the help of the MUC and to determine its functioning features;
– to improve the ACS of the spatial motion of a individual AUV operating in the conditions 

of uncertainty of the external underwater environment characteristics by introducing the simula-

tion blocks of external navigation environment and identification of navigation threats.

3. The development results of MUC control automation tasks

3. 1. Development of a basic production technology of marine underwater missions of 

search nature using MUC

The modern experience of creating and using maritime robotics equipments [14, 15] allows 

defining the following ten basic stages of implementing the production underlying technology of 
maritime underwater search missions АMUC:
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1 – MUC automatic transition SCMUC1 from the port of departure to the designated point of 

the sea area concerned, where the launch of the AUVs group is planned;
2 – automatic launch of the group from the USV board in the sea RSAUV at a predetermined 

point of the sea area;

3 – self-organization (automatic formation) of the released AUVs to FMAS1 group for collec-

tive transition to the working zone, where the underwater mission will be performed;
4 – automatic group transition of the released AUVs TMAS1 to the working zone of the prede-

termined water area;

5 – automatic engagement by each AUV of the group of initial position SMAS for coordinated 

spatial motion in a predetermined search trajectory;

6 – AUVs group automatic implementation of the underwater search mission to the desig-

nated point JMAS (for example: search, identification and mapping of underwater objects);
7 – self-organization (automatic assembly) of AUVs into group FMAS2 for return to the USV;
8 – automatic group transition of AUVs to USV TMAS2;

9 – automatic return of the AUVs group aboard the USV CSAUV:
10 – automatic transition of MUC SCMUC2 to the home port.

Thus, the main stages of realizing the MUC basic task AMUC can be represented by a set:

      АMUC={SCMUC1; RSAUV; FMAS1; TMAS; SMAS; JMAS; FMAS2: TMAS2; CSAUV; SCMUC2}.  (1)

Let’s now consider the main features of the organization of the MUC controlled motion 
during the maritime search operation.

The first and the tenth stages (SCMUC1∈АMUC; SCMUC2∈АMUC) provide for the USV automatic 
motion with the AUVs group aboard from the port of departure to the scheduled point of release. 
Usually, such a transition occurs under conditions of external perturbations – wind and wave influ-

ences, flow, the appearance of navigational obstacles, etc. Therefore, the main requirements for the 
automatic control of USV motion are to ensure the safe motion of the vessel with a given trajectory 
with the estimated speed. At these stages of MUC mission, the known ACSs, created for the control 
of the USV can be used [16].

Automatic launch of the AUVs group from the USV board to the sea to the point with the pre-

determined geographic coordinates of the underwater search start (RSAUV∈АMUC second stage) and 

the automatic return of the AUVs group to the USV after the completion of the underwater search 
(СSAUV∈АMUC ninth stage) are complex scientific and technical tasks. Their solution is possible with 
the help of the vessel’s actuating mechanism of the conveyor type, when for the release/return of the 

next AUVs from the USV board, a special underwater garage (UG) is lowered. At the same time, 
the USV is automatically positioned at the point of AUVs release (PUSV mode).

The synthesis of such mechanisms and their control systems is a separate applied scientific 
and technical task and is not considered in this article.

The automatic formation of AUVs released into the group, (third stage FMAS1∈АMUC) for a 

collective transition to the working zone, where the underwater mission will be performed, forms 
a separate scientific task. The peculiarity of the automatic control of the search mission indicated 
stage is the need to move the AUVs along special trajectories of waiting. Such trajectories should 
provide for the content of the first released AUVs in the group in the process of releasing the next 
batch of underwater vehicles. It is advisable to first perform the release of the AUV-leader, which 
will form the trajectory of waiting.

When forming a plane (two-dimensional) AUVs group, such trajectories may take the form 
of an Archimedes spiral, diverging from the spiral pitch ,

C
a r≤  where 

C
r  is the range of the AUVs 

underwater communication system.

When forming a bulk (three-dimensional) AUVs group, the trajectory of waiting may take 
the form of several such spirals located at predetermined depths.

In the first case, when using the actuating mechanism of the conveyor type, the vessel’s 
ACS, which controls the release of underwater vehicles, must carry out the release of AUVs with 
time interval:
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where 
AUV C

d s r< <
 
is the segment of the spiral trajectory of the released AUV; d is the minimum 

safe permissible distance between neighboring AUVs; 
AUV

v  is the linear motion velocity of the 

released AUV.
When applying the AUV release mechanism of the cassette-type, the group of the underwa-

ter vehicles falls into water at the same time.

In the second case (the formation of the three-dimensional AUVs group), the vessel’s ACS 
should begin to form the AUVs spiral trajectories of waiting from the highest given depth and com-

plete the minimum predetermined depth.

In this case, the ACS of each released AUV must provide its plane motion along the Archi-
medes’ spiral with a pitch .

C
a r≤

Group transition of the released AUVs. It is advisable to carry out a group transition of the 

released AUVs to the working zone of a predetermined water area (the fourth stage TMAS1∈АMUC)) 

immediately after the release of the last group AUV. The beginning of the motion of each underwa-

ter vehicle in the group at a given depth of HMAS1, given course φMAS1 and with a given speed vMAS1 

should be a common team, which is drawn from the USV ACS or from the AUV-leader [17]. One 
of the main tasks of the automation of this maritime search mission phase is AUVs coordinated 
motion without loss, i. e. without the collision of the neighboring underwater vehicles (vehicles ex-

cessive close approach) and without losing the connection (communication) between them (vehicles 

excessive distancing).

The automatic occupation of the initial position by each of the AUV (fifth stage SMAS∈АMUC) 

for the coordinated spatial motion on the predetermined search trajectory is performed in accor-

dance with the survey plan of a given water area, which has been pre-drawn up and entered into 

each AUV ACS. At the same time, lossless motion should be provided – avoiding AUVs collisions 
and removing beyond the limits of underwater communication systems operation. 

The AUVs group automatically performs the underwater search mission (sixth stage  

JMAS ∈АMUC) by the AUVs group coordinated motion to specified trajectories [18]. Navigation sup-

port for this mission stage can be organized using a bottom navigation system, pre-installed in the 

search area, or using navigation AUVs, equipped with GPS devices to determine own geographical 
coordinates, and hydroacoustic systems navigation support of underwater operations [19].

An important component of automatic control of this mission phase is also the AUVs group 
motion without collisions and loss of communication between the vehicles.

The AUVs automatic assembly into a group after the completion of the search operation 

to return to the USV (seventh stage FMAS2∈АMUC) is performed by the AUV- leader’s command. 
In the course of its implementation, the trajectory of waiting is formed by analogy with the  

third stage.

After collecting the full AUVs group, by the AUV-leader’s command, starts the group 

transition to the USV (TMAS2∈АMUC). The motion of each underwater vehicle in the group at a 

given depth of HMAS2, at a given course φMAS2 and at a given speed vMAS2 should be without loss –  

without collisions of neighboring vehicles and without loss of hydroacoustic communication 

between them.

The underlying technology for performing maritime underwater missions of a search nature 

with the help of MUC, taking into account the main modes of its operation, can be presented in the 
form of the algorithm shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1 the marked symbols Y1...Y10, are the conditions for the stages implementation (1) 

of the implementation of the MUC basic task AMUC (х
1
 is the planned progress of the implementation 

of the mission adequate phase; х
2 
is the planned completion of the mission corresponding phase, х

3 

is the unplanned stage progress, requiring access to the MUC ACS of higher level (transition B).

Other symbols on Fig. 1 correspond to (1).

The obtained algorithm can serve as the basis for the synthesis of the generalized structure 

of MUC ACS when performing underwater search missions.
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Fig. 1. The underlying technology of the search for maritime underwater missions using the MUC

3. 2. Synthesis of ACS of individual AUV spatial motion as a group agent

Further, we will consider the plane motion of a single AUV as a group agent during the 
execution of the stages TMAS1 and TMAS2, as typical for organization of group motion in conditions 

of uncertainty in the characteristics of the external underwater environment. These uncertainties 

include the presence of neighboring AUVs that create navigation obstacles (in particular, the threats 
of collision during the group motion). 

The AUVs group control tasks analysis at the specified stages of the maritime mission im-

plementation indicates that one of the key tasks is ensuring the safe (trouble-free) motion of the 
individual AUVs in the group at a given depth of HMAS, at a given course φMAS and at a given speed 

vMAS. The theoretical basis for the automation of such motion АMUC is the notion of alignment А
GU

, 

adhesion А
GA

 and cohesion А
GC

 [20].

The concept of alignment implies the observance of the above three mentioned pa- 

rameters of 

                                                А
GU

={φMAS; vMAS; HMAS},   (3)

which requires the AUVs group motion in a given direction or a given spatial trajectory and 
automatically control the motion of an individual AUV as a group agent in a given direc-

tion with the recommended given speed and at a given depth, which is the same for all the  

group AUVs.
The concept of adhesion involves the task of each AUV as a group agent to move with the 

consideration of А
GU

 and simultaneously control the minimum possible distance between an indi-

vidual agent and its neighbors, which is safe from a collision point of view:

                                                    А
GA

={x
i 
≥x

min
│

i=1,…S
},   (4)

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Y6

Y7

Y8

Y9

Y10
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where x
i
 is the distance from its AUV to the neighboring AUV at the course angle i; x

min
 is the 

minimum safe distance to the neighboring AUV; S is the number of course angles controlled by the 

appropriate navigation range finders of its AUV.
The concept of cohesion involves the task of each group agent to move with regard to А

GU
 

and simultaneously controlling the maximum possible distance between an individual agent and 

its neighbors, safe from the point of view of loss of sensory contact (for example, hydroacoustic 

communication) and, consequently, the loss from the AUVs group as a result of its “dispersion”:

                                                  АGС={x
i
≤x

max
│

i=1,…S
},   (5)

where x
max

 is the maximum allowable distance between its AUV and the neighboring AUV, which 
maintains a reliable sensory contact between the vehicles.

Hydroacoustic, laser, or electrical sensors may be used as the AUV rangefinders, which 
should provide the underwater vehicle automatic control system sensitivity to neighboring AUVs 
moving in the group [21, 22].

The number of sensors and their directional patterns depend on a number of requirements 

in the AUVs group motion and on the performance peculiarities of the search underwater mission. 
Typically, the number of sensors varies from 4 to 12 and provides measurements of distances 

between the AUVs at the corresponding angular angles of the ranges from 0.1 m to 20 m, which 
makes it possible to build efficient group motion control systems.

It is obvious that when performing the general requirement (3) in order to avoid collisions 

with the neighboring AUVs, our underwater vehicle has two main types of maneuvers - course 
maneuver and speed maneuver. Depth maneuver will be considered an emergency, undesirable in 

terms of the mission. 

For the evaluation of the degree of collision threat between the AUVs group agents, it is 
suggested to include in the ACS for each AUV the special blocks – the “Navigation Situation Model 
(NSM)” block around the appropriate AUV and the “Navigation Threat Identifier (NTI)” block for 
this AUV. It is expedient to build these blocks using the theory of fuzzy logic [23]. Consider the 
purpose of these blocks in more detail.

The main idea of the NSM formation for a specific AUV is to formulate, for its AUV, the 
current underwater navigational situation with the definition of the nearest AUV-neighbors, which 
form the threat of collision from the controlled S directions, and to determine the distances to them 

X={x
1
;… x

S
}.

The task of the NTI block is to determine the dynamic parameters of the motion of the 
detected AUV-neighbors and to quantitatively calculate the level of danger of a collision or loss of 
contact with it (the characteristics of adhesion and cohesion of its AUV with respect to the nearest 
AUV-neighbors).

The generalized ACS structure of a single AUV as a group agent is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Generalized ACS structure of a single AUV as a group agent

Consider the basic principles of operation of the above ACS.
The environment sensor (ES) block contains a set of N group motion sensors X

ES
= 

={X
ES1

;…XESі;…X
ESN

} sensors with the targets which are shown in their measurement sectors). At 
the exit of the ES block, multiple sets of distances are formed to the neighboring AUV, and each set 
of signals XESі may contain several distances, if there are several AUV-neighbors in the i-th sensor 
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measurement sector. The course angles on such targets are determined by the arrangement of the 

corresponding sensor on the AUV hull in the linked coordinate system [24].
The X

ES
 signal-based NSM block forms the targets current static picture around its AUV and 

defines N closest AUV-neighbors that form the greatest threat of collision for it, and calculates the 
distances X

ES
={X

ES1
;…XESі;…X

ESN
}.

The NTI threat Identification block evaluates the degree of collision threat with the 
AUV-neighbors and/or the threat of losing contact with the AUVs group in the event of a 
horizontal maneuver according to dependencies (4), (5), and also calculates a forecast of the 

group motion dynamics identified by AUV-neighbors. The NTI block contains a module for 
calculating the derivative distances of identified targets (Calculus of Derivative, CD) and nav-

igational threats calculator (Calculus of Navigation Threat, CNT), which is proposed to be 
built on the basis of fuzzy logic [23]. The output signal of the NTI block is a recommendation 
vector for maneuvering in order to avoid threats T={T

1
;…; Tі;…; T

N
}, where Tі=f(φі; vі; Hі ) is 

a recommendation on the maneuver of its AUV to avoid collision or intolerable removal from 
the i-th AUV-neighbor.

The AUV automatic control system (AUV ACS) summarizes the calculated recommenda-

tions, using them as corrective signals for generating control actions {Δφ; Δv; ΔH} on the AUV 
actuating mechanisms (Executive Mechnism, EM) – the steering wheel is steered (the controlled 
value is the rudder angle α), the marching propulsion device (the controlled value is the thrust on 
the longitudinal axis Fx) and, in emergency cases, its vertical propulsion device (the controlled 

value is the thrust on the vertical axis Fz).

The aforementioned control influences applied to the AUV hull, cause the appearance of the 
actual variables of the spatial motion of our AUV – {φ

f
; v

f
; H

f
}, which are used as feedback signals 

in the automatic control system of the underwater vehicle, AUV ACS.

4. Discussion of the development of MUC control automation tasks

Group application of AUV provides high performance underwater search operations. How-

ever, when it is necessary to perform an underwater search in remote areas, its performance is 

significantly reduced, since underwater vehicles have to travel long distances to move from the 
base to the place of work. Therefore, a maritime unmanned complex consisting of an unmanned 
surface vessel and the AUVs group on board is promising equipment for carrying out prospecting 
operations in such water areas.

The development of the automatic control system for unmanned surface vessels as the car-

rier of the AUVs group and the automatic control system for the AUVs group motion during the 
execution of the search mission are among the actual tasks of the MUC. For their synthesis, it is 
necessary to perform an analysis of the main stages of the MUC and determine the features of the 
AUVs group application, which are produced from the board of such a vessel.

The underlying technology proposed in the article for performing marine underwater mis-

sions of a search character with the help of an MUC forms the theoretical basis for the development 
of the generalized structure of the automatic control system of the MUC. It contains a description 
of the complete set of stages of the complex operation and analysis of the peculiarities of their au-

tomation, using modern advances in the field of marine robotics.
Based on the analysis of uncertainties that occurs during the AUVs group motion, the need 

to improve the automatic control system of a single AUV as an agent of the group has been shown. 
It was proposed to introduce into its structure the block “Navigation situation Model” and the 
block “Navigation threats Identifier”, which will exclude the threat of an emergency collision of 
the groups neighboring AUVs and the disintegration of the group due to the loss of communication 
between the AUV. At the same time, the AUVs group motion is preserved by a given course at a 
given depth.

Cumulatively, the obtained theoretical results allow us to further formulate the tasks of au-

tomatic control systems synthesis for individual stages of the MUC and modes of operation of its 
executive mechanisms, as well as synthesis for control systems for safe spatial motion of an AUV 
as an agent of the group. 
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5. Conclusions

To improve the performance of underwater search operations in remote marine areas, 

it was proposed to use an maritime unmanned complex as part of an unmanned surface vessel 

with a group of autonomous underwater vehicles on board. The relevance of the applied scien-

tific task of control automation of such a complex is shown, as well as the need to improve the 
automatic control system of an individual AUV as an agent of the group, working in conditions 
of uncertainty.

An underlying technology has been developed for performing a marine underwater search 
mission with the help of the MUC as a carrier of a group of autonomous uninhabited underwater 
vehicles. It envisages ten stages, which generally cover the operations of automatic transition of the 

MUC to a given water area, automatic release of the AUVs group and their coordinated movement 
to the search area, performing search operations and returning to the unmanned surface vessel, as 

well as automatically returning the vessel to the base.

The peculiarities of the application of the MUC are considered and the generalized require-

ments for the automatic control systems of the components of the MUC at each stage of its opera-

tion are provided. In particular, the proposed spiral ‘trajectory of waiting’ for AUVs that are in the 
water, during the implementation of the formation stage of the AUVs group and the collection stage 
of the individual AUVs into the group after the search operation is completed.

The automatic control system of the spatial motion of an individual AUV, which performs 
the sea transition as part of a group and operates in conditions of uncertainty, has been developed. 

It was proposed to introduce into the control system the blocks “of the Navigation Situation Model” 
and the “Navigation Threats Identifier”, which make it impossible for an emergency collision of 
the neighboring AUVs groups and the disintegration of the group due to the loss of information 
communication between the AUVs.

Further automation of the MUC with the AUVs group is seen in the control systems syn-

thesis for executive mechanisms of unmanned surface vessels and in the synthesis of the blocks 
“Navigation Situation Model” and “Navigation Threats Identifier” of the AUV ACS. 
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